
 

 

2nd November, 2012 
 

With cutting-edge eco technology and performance  
Toyota HYBRID Car Gained Consecutive Victories in Shanghai and Fuji stations 

in FIA World Endurance Championship 
 
Crown Motors Limited (CML) is delighted to announce that Toyota TS030 HYBRID gained its 
lights-to-flag victory in Shanghai China station on October 28, to continue its win in Fuji Japan 
station in mid of October.  
 
Despite only contesting six of the eight rounds, Toyota TS030 HYBRID delivered its remarkable 
debut season in FIA World Endurance Championship, with three victories in six races including 
Sao Paulo Brazil station, Fuji Japan station and Shanghai China station, together with an 
impressive performance of three pole positions and four fastest laps. 
 
With its repeated successes in this international championship, Toyota TS030 HTBRID is a solid 
demonstration of the unrivaled fuel efficiency, endurance and horsepower created by Toyota 
HYBRID system. As a pioneer of innovative HYBRID technology, Toyota committed to apply it 
not only to professional racing cars, but also to a diverse range of passenger cars and MPVs, 
from lighthearted Prius to luxurious Alphard, fulfilling customers’ needs of all kinds. Visit Toyota 
showroom now for purchase.  
 
As the sole distributor of Toyota in Hong Kong, Crown Motors Limited enjoys being in the 
reflected glory of Toyota’s unparalleled performance. Crown Motors Limited will continue to 
pursue its “Customer First” service motto, fulfilling customer needs with the best quality of 
services and products.  
 
Share video of Toyota’s victory in Fuji Japan station of FIA World Endurance 
Championship: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YpJnXvdVQbE&noredirect=1 
 
Share video of Toyota’s victory in Sao Paulo Brazil station of FIA World Endurance 
Championship: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=hoCyxR5qFDM 
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Toyota TS030 HYBRID delivered its impressive performance in FIA World Endurance 
Championship.  
 

 
Toyota TS030 HYBRID gained its lights-to-flag victory in Shanghai China station of FIA World 
Endurance Championship on October 28. 



 

 

 
 

 
Toyota Racing Team cheered after the victory in Shanghai China station of FIA World Endurance 
Championship.  
 

 
Toyota TS030 HYBRID delivered its remarkable debut season in FIA World Endurance 
Championship, with three victories in six races including Sao Paulo Brazil station, Fuji Japan 
station and Shanghai China station. 


